LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS FOR BUILDING REGULATION APPLICATION NUMBERS.

AI   APPROVED INSPECTOR REGISTRATION
BN   BUILDING NOTICE APPLICATION
BX   BUILDING NOTICE APPLICATION
CE   CROWN EXEMPT APPLICATIONS
DN   DEMOLITION NOTICE
DS   DANGEROUS STRUCTURE
FP   FULL PLANS APPLICATION
FX   FULL PLANS APPLICATION
HL   HOARDING LICENCE APPLICATION
PA   PRE APPLICATION (for trial holes etc)
PF   PARTNERING APPLICATIONS
PT   PARTNERING APPLICATIONS NOT IN WOKINGHAM AREA.
RG   REGULARISATION APPLICATION
SL   SCAFFOLD LICENCE
UW   UNAUTHORISED WORKS APPLICATION
WR   WINDOW REPLACEMENT

FP, FX, PF, PX
Application numbers beginning with FP or FX should have Building Regulations Consents and Completion Certificates.

COMPLETION CERTIFICATES HAVE ONLY BEEN ISSUED SINCE 1994
From 1994 to 2001 certificates were only issued on request. Since 2001 they have been issued automatically if the works have been completed satisfactorily.

BN, BX, WR, RG
Application numbers beginning with BN, BX, WR, RG do not have consents but should have Completion Certificates.

COMPLETION CERTIFICATES HAVE ONLY BEEN ISSUED SINCE 1994 –
From 1994 to 2001 certificates were only issued on request. Since 2001 they have been issued automatically if the works have been completed satisfactorily.

UW
Application numbers beginning with UW do not have any paperwork. A regularisation application (RG) should have been submitted to regularise the unauthorised works.

DN, DS, HL, SL
Application numbers beginning with DN, DS, HL or SL do not have any paperwork.

SECTION 32 IN THE DECISION BOX
Section 32 decision means that we have not been notified that the works have started within 3 years of date of receipt. A letter is sent to the applicant and the application is destroyed, we therefore, do not hold any paperwork.

PENDING IN THE DECISION BOX FOR BUILDING NOTICES
There is no approval for Building Notices therefore there is no decision to be made.
COMPETENT PERSONS NOTIFICATIONS.

THERE IS NO PAPERWORK HELD BY THE LOCAL AUTHORITY FOR THESE NOTIFICATIONS

AW  APPROVED INSPECTOR – WINDOW REPLACEMENT
CV  CAVITY WALL
EL  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
FR  WINDOW REPLACEMENT
GA  GAS INSTALLATION
BES  AIR CONDITIONING
BMC  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
BSI  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
CER  WINDOW REPLACEMENT
CIG  CAVITY WALL
ELE  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
FENS  FENSA WINDOW REPLACEMENT
GAS  GAS INSTALLATION
GL  WINDOW REPLACEMENT
NAP  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
NIC  ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
OFT  HEATING

The above reference numbers are notifications imported into our database from registered bodies we do not have any paperwork to provide for these applications as they are only notification of work. Any paperwork has to be obtained from the registered person or Registered Body who carried out the installation.